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Abstract

This paper focuses on developing and assessing a non-obtrusive and
transformative method, based on virtual reality, to evaluate science
communication projects in science centres. The method was tested using
deep-sea cutting-edge scientific content. We applied a mixed design, with
72 adult participants randomly assigned to experimental conditions
(with/without exhibition exposure). Results showed that the exhibition
promoted a better understanding of science. The non-obtrusive measures
on awareness and engagement were positively related with questions
posed via questionnaire and interview. The study adds theoretical and
empirical support to the design and implementation of non-obtrusive and
transformative evaluation experiences in science exhibitions in science
centres and museums.
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Introduction

Evaluation is a complicated task, albeit necessary, to optimise practices and
increase the impact of science communication exhibitions. In science centres and
science and technology museums, evaluation may conflict with visitors’ agenda
and it is often dependent on obtrusive measures.
Evaluation in science centres should be a transformational and smooth experience,
rather than an obtrusive one. Non-obtrusive measures integrated into the
exhibition will be compatible with visitors’ agenda and help them to make sense of
the experience. Aiming at providing an experience where evaluation is integrated
into the science communication process and not as an appendix, we developed a
virtual reality experience prototype with a transformational play narrative to
evaluate an exhibition on a cutting-edge socio-scientific issue: the deep sea. This
Article
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paper aims to describe this evaluation method and provide the first indicators of its
reliability and validity in the context of science centres and museums.
In the literature review, we demonstrate that science communication’s currently
available evaluation practices are obtrusive or conflicting with the visitors’ agenda.
We suggest that a virtual reality experience based on a transformational play
narrative might be used to evaluate visitors’ experiences and the effectiveness of
science communication programs in terms of public awareness, understanding,
and engagement with science and technology.
Detailed information on the sample, measures, and procedures follow. After the
results section, we discuss the study’s contribution to situate evaluation strategies
in science centres and museums, and how the inclusion of the evaluation in science
communication activities adds value for constructing a significant experience for
visitors.

Literature review

Evaluation in museums and science centres: a research gap
Science communication initiatives that aim “to improve people’s understanding of
the decision-relevant issues and promote behaviour change” [Bruine de Bruin and
Bostrom, 2013, p. 1] are very demanding in planning and making information
available to the public. Evaluation becomes essential because “high-quality impact
evaluation that is judiciously employed, skilfully conducted and effectively shared
can provide a basis for practitioners to discover what aspects of science
communication initiatives are working, in what ways, with which audiences and
why” [Jensen, 2014, p. 1]. Moreover, according to Shettel [2008], conducting visitor
studies may represent a paradigm shift because the power changes hands from
managers or exhibit developers to visitors, as the latter engage in exhibition
analysis, sharing control with decision-makers in what should be improved.
Making this participatory turn possible requires a new approach and an original
method.
According to Leister et al. [2016], studies about the impact of science exhibitions
can be categorised as visitor-centric or installation-centric concerning analyses’
main focus. Visitor-centric studies vary from demographic data collection to
visitors’ knowledge gains assessment. Installation-centric studies indirectly
evaluate visitors’ engagement by focusing on installations and exhibits’ features,
such as attractiveness, usability, or education transmission. In turn, Kirchberg and
Tröndle [2012] classify empirical studies on visitors’ experience into three moments
of evaluation: pre-visit, comprising elements such as visitors’ expectations, social
background or state of mind; during the visit, in which case evaluation parameters
cover experiences, pleasure or aesthetic elements; and post-visit, focusing on
learning, satisfaction or psychological well-being.
Many reasons can be raised for the prevalent lack of quality in science
communication evaluation. For example, according to Jensen [2014], there is a
“fiction that ‘evaluation’ and ‘research’ are completely different entities” while
“there is every reason to expect both knowledge and practical guidance to emerge
from the same well-designed impact evaluation” [p. 2]. One can speak of a gap
between the research agenda and museums and science centres’ agenda and
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practice. Even in the best-resourced science communication institutions, poor
quality evaluation methods are routinely applied, leading “to questionable data,
specious conclusions and stunted growth in the quality and effectiveness of science
communication practice” [Jensen, 2014, p. 1].
Besides, the evaluation may clash head-on with the visitors’ expectations and
objectives [Falk, Moussouri and Coulson, 1998]. Among the many reasons that
motivate visits, visitors hardly desire to become an evaluation target and submit to
psychosocial inquiries’ typical procedures. These procedures, while available,
might be too obtrusive to use recursively. According to Leister et al. [2016],
evaluation of science communication in museums should be as non-intrusive as
possible, using non-intrusive technologies, combined, if necessary, with short,
targeted questions that take place during the experience.
In a nutshell, the literature on science communication in museums and science
centres evaluation indicates that currently available methods often conflict with
visitors’ agenda and are obtrusive. Research to better understand exhibitions’
impact on visitors needs to incorporate multidisciplinary, multi-perspective, and
multi-methods approaches [Kirchberg and Tröndle, 2012].
Considering that science communication, either explicit or implicitly, may raise
awareness, build understanding, and promote engagement [Burns, O’Connor and
Stocklmayer, 2003], such dimensions are significant for evaluating the impact of
exhibitions on visitors, but the Gordian knot is how to operationize them. In our
view, attitudes, as “a psychological tendency, that is expressed by evaluating a
particular entity with some degree of favour or disfavour” [Eagly and Chaiken,
1998, p. 269], are a good approach to assess the awareness. Conceptual and
processual knowledge can also be evaluated by inquiring visitors, but often it is
easier to just measure perceived knowledge. Also, there are three major problems
with measuring public engagement: lack of focus on outcomes, lack of
standardised instruments and tools, and the variety of approaches being adopted.
Moreover, researchers acknowledge that measuring engagement’s broader impact
is very difficult and would require significant investment in data collection
[Hanover Research, 2014]. Considering that engagement measures are
time-consuming [Carver et al., 2021] and hard to implement, perceived
engagement of behavioural intention is used instead. Even when engagement
(interaction with the exhibition materials) is measured, it is often challenging to
obtain visitors’ data after leaving the museum or science centre.
Our idea was to develop a method integrating evaluation in the science
communication process (and not afterward) so that it does not conflict with
visitors’ agenda, and with a medium as non-obtrusive as possible, such as in
virtual reality. Such a method should provide indicators on public awareness,
understanding, and engagement with science and technology.
Virtual reality: a promise of transparent immediacy
Virtual reality has also been frequently indicated as a possibility for
communicating/experiencing environmental science, as it enables users to be
deeply immersed in natural landscapes otherwise unavailable [Taylor and
Disinger, 1997; Tsivitanidou and Ioannou, 2020].
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010204
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Virtual reality seems to be a continuously postponed promise, often presented as
a new, ultimate technology, although its digital roots go back as far as the 1980’s
[Lanier, 1988]. For authors like Bolter and Grusin [2000], virtual reality represents
better than any other media the logic of transparent immediacy, providing users
with a high level of presence. Due to the videogame industry, the interest in the
technology has been refreshed, worth more affordable equipment and applications
more available to ordinary users. Education and healthcare are, right after
entertainment, the areas where more investment was expected by industry
[Perkins Coie, 2018]. However, even in so-called “first world” countries, like
Portugal, virtual reality experiences are still rarely found in science centres and,
when available, are still offered as a technological experience rather than a means
for conveying scientific messages [Simões, Morais and Moreira, 2019].
Our argument in this paper is that virtual reality might be used to evaluate science
centre visitors’ experiences as good or better than other (more obtrusive)
instruments. However, we needed a framework to make the virtual reality
experience compatible with the visitors’ agenda. We resorted on the
transformational play framework for this purpose.
Transformational play
The transformational play [Arici Barab and Barab, 2013; Barab, Gresalfi and
Ingram-Goble, 2010; Barab, Pettyjohn et al., 2012] was first conceived as a
framework to design educational videogames based on the idea of a transaction
taking place between the person and their environment at a given moment
[Dewey, 1963]. For a game to be transformational, it requires players who act
intentionally with their knowledge to take actions that transform a problematic,
fictional context. Besides the context, the content understanding and the player’s
perception as someone who resorted to knowledge to tackle the problem is
transformed by the experience [Barab, Gresalfi and Ingram-Goble, 2010]. Thus, the
framework interconnects three core elements: person with intentionality, context
with consequentiality, and content with legitimacy (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Elements of the transformational play, reproduced with permission [Barab,
Gresalfi and Ingram-Goble, 2010].
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The story unfolds according to the player’s responsible choices. The content is
necessary to solve the dilemmas, and the context reflects the player’s actions,
giving meaningful feedback to them. These characteristics of the transformational
play framework make it useful to think of the visitors experience in a museum or
science centre. In this study, the virtual reality experience should allow visitors to
impersonate a character acting intentionally in a context that changes according to
their actions resorting on content perceived as legitimate.
Finally, to test our idea, we needed a cutting-edge socio-scientific issue. As we will
see, the deep sea suits our purpose.
The deep sea: a cutting-edge socio-scientific issue
The deep sea is referred to as the last frontier because more than 80% of it remains
uncharted, onobserved, and unexplored due primarily to technological limitations
and exploration costs [Da Ros et al., 2019; M. M. Santos et al., 2018]. It is the largest
ecosystem on Earth [Colaço et al., 2017; Webb, Berghe and O’Dor, 2010] and houses
unique habitats and species [Colaço et al., 2017], many of them still understudied
[Kennedy et al., 2019]. As decision-makers and the public remain mostly
uninformed about the importance of deep-sea ecosystems, it is of uttermost
significance to equate their environmental significance with their communication
[Jobstvogt et al., 2014]. The deep sea is important for humans because it regulates
temperature and absorbs greenhouse gases [Colaço et al., 2017; Jobstvogt et al.,
2014]. Also, it has resources, besides fishing, that might be economically attractive:
deep mining for minerals used in new technologies is in perspective [M. M. Santos
et al., 2018]. For these reasons, the deep sea became an important socio-scientific
issue, about which communication is challenging [Santoro et al., 2017; Jobstvogt
et al., 2014]. However, through digital technologies, one can virtually reproduce its
depths and experience complex interactions between environmental and
contextual factors [Santoro et al., 2017].
Research objectives
The main goal of this paper is to describe a non-obtrusive science communication
evaluation method based on an immersive virtual reality experience with a
transformational play narrative and assess its concurrent validity. Concurrent
validity is established by comparing a new measurement with a more established
one in a similar time frame [Frey, 2018; McIntire and Miller, 2007] and for this
purpose, the non-obtrusive measure will be compared with a standard
questionnaire.

Methods

I SEA exhibition: a multimedia exhibition on the deep sea
The current investigation was part of an international project [Morais, 2020]. The
main goal was to develop and test a non-obtrusive method to evaluate science
communication of cutting-edge socio-scientific issues, such as the science of the
deep sea, in the context of museums and science centres. For this purpose, we
conceived and developed an multimedia exhibition to communicate the deep-sea
environments and, specifically, hydrothermal vents ecosystems to the general
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public. Digital technologies have the potential to make science and innovation
more open to citizens offering new forms of inquiry, communication, collaboration,
and identity with positive cognitive, social, and emotional impacts [Tsivitanidou
and Ioannou, 2020]. Infographics are currently popular for communicating science
[Li et al., 2018], including marine science [Lazard and Atkinson, 2015], and their
effectiveness at increasing the audience’s ocean knowledge and engagement with
environmental issues has already been demonstrated [Huang, Li and Li, 2019;
Lazard and Atkinson, 2015; Teixeira, Morais and Moreira, 2018] as well as in
museums [Trapani, 2019].
The I SEA exhibition was composed of three infographics — two static ones, and
one animated. The two static infographics had different main topics: one focused
on the deep sea, summing up its main environmental characteristics such as
temperature, pressure and light variation across different ocean layers
[Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2010], as well as examples of Mid-Atlantic Ridge deep-sea
ecosystems (e.g. coral gardens, sponge aggregations), associated species and the
bioluminescence phenomenon [Colaço et al., 2017; R. S. Santos et al., 2006]; the
other static infographic focused on the Azorean hydrothermal vents, explaining
their main biogeochemical features, as well as their typical chemosynthesis process
and associated chemical elements [Colaço et al., 2017; R. S. Santos et al., 2006].
The animated infographic lasted for about 5 minutes. It encompassed more
detailed information regarding the formation and main biogeochemical
characteristics of the hydrothermal vents’ ecosystem (e.g. chemosynthesis, food
chain, typical species), focusing on those near the Azorean islands [Colaço et al.,
2017], particularly the Lucky Strike hydrothermal vent field [Langmuir et al., 1997].
The infographics’ content definition and validation of the scientific information
were based on an intensive literature review and deep-sea experts’ consultation.
The content was also adjusted to fit into the virtual reality narrative to be
experienced by the participants and provide them with the necessary knowledge to
overcome the challenges presented. Finally, the design and implementation of the
infographics were achieved through close interaction with visual design experts.
The static infographics (Figure 2) were exposed as roll-up banners, whereas the
animated one was exposed as a video on a TV screen. The two static infographics
were displayed as to be seen before the animated one, with the one about the deep
sea coming in the first place.
In addition to the infographics already described, the exhibition also integrated a
virtual reality experience that allowed visitors to explore the deep sea. As we
describe under the next topic, the idea with the virtual reality experience was to
combine communication, about the deep sea, as a cutting-edge socio-scientific
issue, with evaluation of science communication. The important point to stress is
that evaluation for visitors is not perceived as an extraneous activity to the
exhibition but as a part integrated into the exhibition.
A non-obtrusive evaluation method
The virtual reality experience was developed in the game engine UNIT 3D [Unity
2020]. The system runs in Windows 10, with head-mounted displays. An
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010204
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Figure 2. Static infographics displayed in the exhibition.

Figure 3. Final version of the capsule where the virtual reality experience was hosted.

eye-tracking system was implemented [for details, see Vieira et al., 2019].
The system was housed in a physical capsule, whose design was inspired by
submersible vehicles. Figure 3 depicts the final version of the structure hosted in
one of the science centres (Expolab — Azores) and Figure 4 shows scenes of the
virtual reality environment.
The virtual reality experience was presented to visitors as a journey to explore the
deep sea inside a submersible system driven by the visitors. The narrative was
based on the transformational play framework [Barab, Gresalfi and Ingram-Goble,
2010] (Figure 5). Visitors impersonated a fictional character (scientist, economist,
environmental activist) as well as a mission of their choice to whom they assigned
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010204
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Figure 4. Scenes of the virtual reality environment.

Figure 5. Narrative of the virtual reality experience.

age and gender. During the journey, visitors interacted with a fictional traveling
companion in another submersible. They were allowed to explore the virtual
environment to get used to the main functions [see Vieira et al., 2019].
The journey immersed visitors in a threatened, fragile deep-sea ecosystem: Lucky
Strike hydrothermal vent field, located in the Atlantic Ocean, near Azores
archipelago. As they coordinated the submersible system, they needed to make
sense of scientific data (while descending through the water column and exploring
the hydrothermal vent). For example, as they descended the water column, the
fictional companion suddenly reported a problem with their sensors, and asked the
visitor to check if they were already in the deep sea. To answer this question
visitors needed to use their knowledge to interpret the environment (absence of
light and sensors indicating the depth) (Table 1). Scientific data was communicated
in the multimedia materials described above (static and animated infographics).
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010204
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Table 1. Excerpt of the interaction between the fictional companion and visitors.
Sequence of events

Actions

1

[Fictional companion] According to what I’m seeing on my panels,
we’re already in the aphotic zone! Can you confirm with me that I’m
seeing things correctly?

2

[Visitor] Response of the through the virtual interface (Yes/No)

3

[Fictional companion] Oops, it looks like I wasn’t seeing things
right. We will only have reached the aphotic zone when we are at a
depth of 1000 meters. . .

4

[Visitor] Can turn the lights on through the virtual interface

5

(If the participant has not turned on the lights)
[Fictional companion] Wow, can you see anything?

6

[Visitor] Can turn the lights on through the virtual interface

7

(If the participant still has not turned on the lights, lights are
turned on automatically)
[Fictional companion] Like that we won’t be able to see anything.
I’ll turn the lights on. Ah! Much better.

In the hydrothermal vent, they also needed to make socio-scientific decisions that
affected that ecosystem’s sustainability. The dilemma was delivered to the visitor
by a radio contact from the surface. A representative of the Azores Government
asked for advice about whether mining activities should or should not advance in
hydrothermal vents. These consisted of two rounds: first, participants were asked
whether mining should occur in the hydrothermal vent fields and, secondly,
whether this should be allowed in an inactive hydrothermal vent.
As visitors ascended the water column, they were also asked to talk about their
own experience — as if in a dialogue with the fictional traveling companion — via
an automatic interview, inside the capsule, consisting of three questions (see
appendix A). In telling their own story about the adventure, they were expected to
be more likely to do it later in their daily contexts. At the end of the virtual reality
experience, visitors received an automatically generated QR-Code linking to a
digital “deep-sea-gram”, summarizing the visitor’s pathway through the deep-sea
environment (Figure 6). Data on participants’ actions and visual behaviour were
tracked and registered.
Hypotheses and experimental design
The hypotheses to be tested are the following:
H1: Participants going through the exhibition materials (static and animated
infographics) before the virtual reality journey will show better
understanding (knowledge) about the deep sea than participants not going
through the exhibition materials. We should note that our focus on
understanding is based on the design of the exhibition. Because of the
exploratory nature of the topic and the discussion we wanted to promote,
neither exhibition materials nor the virtual reality experience conveyed a
structure message that supported an alternative directional hypothesis about
https://doi.org/10.22323/2.21010204
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Figure 6. Deep-sea-gram automatically generated by the non-obtrusive evaluation system
reporting a summary of the visitor’s experience.
Condition A: with exhibition exposure

R X O 1 O2

Condition B: without exhibition exposure

R O 1 O2

Figure 7. Design notation of the experiment.

the eventual changes in visitors’ awareness or engagement with the science
topic.
H2: The non-obtrusive method will have concurrent validity compared with a
standard questionnaire: participants’ results in the non-obtrusive method
(collected inside the virtual reality experience) will be positively associated
with their results in the questionnaire in three dimensions of science
communication objectives: awareness, understanding, and engagement.
To test these two hypotheses, we employed a mixed (within and between-subjects)
experimental design (see notation in Figure 7). Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions. In condition A, participants were asked to visit
the exhibition on the deep sea (X) and then to make the virtual reality journey (O1 );
in condition B, participants were sent directly to the virtual reality journey (O1 ).
In the end, all answered the questionnaire (O2 ). Figure 8 depicts the sequence of
actions in a more detailed way.
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Figure 8. Workflow of the experiment.

Participants
Participants were recruited through a snowball, non probabilistic sampling
method. Invitations were sent to acquaintances not involved in the research (e.g.,
students, colleagues, friends), older than 18 years-old, asking them to resend the
invitation to other potential participants. The experiment was advertised on the
social networks. We tried to overcome the limitations of not using a random
sample by following Rosenthal and Rosnow [2009] recommendations. Namely,
(i) make the participation interesting, using enthusiastic language and taking
advantage of the theme’s novelty; (ii) emphasise participants’ contribution for
research; (iii) make the participation non-threatening, reassuring anonymity and
confidentially and not requiring any expertise or background prerequisites. In total,
96 participants took part in the experiment. However, data from 24 participants
were discarded either because of technical difficulties during the virtual reality
experience or because participants did not answer the final questionnaire.
Thus, the final sample consisted of 72 participants (Male: n = 35; Female: n = 37),
with real ages as follows: 18–29 years old = 22; 30–39 = 12; 40–49 = 23; over
50 = 15. The majority (n = 60) were Portuguese. As for the educational level, 6 had
up to secondary education; 36 held a degree; 19 a Master degree and 11 a Ph.D.
Participants were randomly assigned to the conditions (with exhibition exposure:
n = 34; without exhibition exposure: n = 38).
Participants reported being already engaged with science communication activities
frequently (M = 3.80, SD = 0.67). As for virtual reality, they reported not having
experience (M = 2.09, SD = 0.81), but scored high on interest and perceived
usefulness (M = 4.33, SD = 0.81).
Differences in the number of cases and degrees of freedom in subsequent analyses
are due to a small number of non-responses, failure in registering the answers via
the virtual reality data-gathering system, or removal of outliers from participants
on a specific variable.
Measures
To test hypotheses, data were collected via (i) standard method and
(ii) non-obtrusive method (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Research dimensions and measures.
Method

Research dimensions
Sociodemographic Awareness
data

Understanding

Engagement

Standard method
(Questionnaire and
interview)

Close-ended
questions

Attitudes scale

Knowledge
scale

Interview

The non-obtrusive method
(Virtual reality experience)

Choice of
characters

Choice of
characters

Knowledge
answers

Decisions,
automatic
interview,
deep-sea gram

(complemented with eye tracking)

Sociodemographic data. The standard questionnaire collected sociodemographic
data (age, gender, education, proximity to the sea). In the virtual reality method,
visitors’ choices about the character were also expected to mirror their data because
of a psychological identification process (age and sex) [Smith, 2014], thus providing
a proxy for sociodemographic information about participants. The participants
were also asked to select the characters’ gender (male, female, other) and age
(18–29, 30–39, 40–49 or >50 years).
Knowledge about the deep sea. The standard measure consisted of fifteen items
about scientific contents of the deep sea, varying in the level of difficulty (easy,
medium and high). Items were assessed and revised by international deep-sea
experts. Participants were asked to say if they thought the statements were correct
or incorrect and the score was obtained by the sum of correct answers (ranging
from 0 = none to 15 = all answers correct). Five questions about the deep sea were
integrated into the virtual reality narrative in a non-obtrusive manner (see Table 1),
being asked by the fictional traveling companion in another submersible: — Do
you think we are in the deep sea?, Is the water temperature adequate to this ocean
depth?, Is the water pressure adequate to this ocean depth?, Do you think we are at
the aphotic zone?, Which set of chemical elements were found in our rock sample?
Attitudes towards the deep sea. The attitudes towards the deep sea were
measured via a 19 items scale, which was previously validated with a Portuguese
sample [Morais et al., 2021], with the following answer options: 1 = strongly
disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly
agree. The scale has three components: science exploration (five items), economic
exploration (seven items), and preservation (seven items). In the previous study,
internal consistency analysis (Cronbach’s α) revealed good values for the economic
exploration (.89), preservation components (.79), (.77), and for scientific exploration
(see appendix B).
In the non-obtrusive method, the character’s choice was expected to be associated
with the dimensions of the attitudes towards the deep sea (science exploration,
economic exploration, and preservation). The visitor’s choice of character provided
a measure of visitor awareness of the scientific endeavour.
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Engagement. The questionnaire did not include measures on engagement; such
information was collected via interview after the virtual reality experience (see
appendix C). In the virtual reality experience, several measures refer to
engagement during the experience. For example, the decision regarding the
dilemma between supporting mining or not was measured by registration of the
decision and the time participants took to make the decision. We also registered the
number of accesses to the deep-sea-gram (a measure of behavioural engagement
after the experience and outside the science centre).
Additional measures. To characterise the sample, the questionnaire included
measures about exposure to science communication and virtual reality, as we
would expect that people already exposed to virtual reality would more easily
navigate the system and require less habituation time. The scale on exposure to
science communication consisted of three items (i.e., visiting science museums,
watching science communication programs, and reading text or news about
science [Paiva, Morais and Moreira, 2019; Paiva, Rosa et al., 2020; Morais et al.,
2021], with five answer options: 1 — never; 2 — seldom; 3 — sometimes;
4 — frequently; 5 — very often.
The virtual reality scale consisted of six items with five answer options
(1 — strongly disagree to 5 — strongly agree). It assessed participants’ perceived
experience with virtual reality (four items, e.g., I have experience with virtual
reality or I have knowledge about virtual reality), as well as how interesting or
useful they considered it (two items, i.e., I am interested in virtual reality, I consider
virtual reality to be useful).1
Qualitative data. As referred before, the interview script (both within the virtual
reality experience and in-person) included questions about what was the main
message that they retained from their journey and what were the reasons for their
choices of character and narrative decisions. These data complemented the
quantitative data of the experiment.
Procedures. The questionnaire was created and administered via the university
version of LimeSurvey [2020], together with a digital consent form explaining and
authorizing the data collection. Quantitative data were exported and analysed
using IBM SPSS Statistics version 26 [IBM, 2020], using t-student, chi-square, and
correlation statistics. Statistical significance was specified at p < .05 value. As for
the qualitative data, a content analysis was conducted with the support of NVivo,
version 12 for Mac [QSR International, 2020].
1 Based

on a different sample of 315 participants, a principal component analysis (PCA) with
varimax rotation was conducted. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy indicated
that the size of the sample was suitable (KMO = .73) [Kaiser, 1974]. The Bartlett’s test of sphericity
was statistically significant, (χ2 (15) = 699.83; p < .000) and revealed correlations large enough to
conduct a PCA. The correlation matrix showed many values above .30 and only two above .80.
A two-factor solution was supported by the analysis of the scree plot as suggested by Cattell [as cited
in Field, 2017]. These two factors combined explained 71.56% of the variance. Loading values were
between .70 and .82 for experience with virtual really (four items) and of .88 and .91 (two items) for
interest in/usefulness of that technology. Reliability analysis (Cronbach’s α) proved good internal
consistency for both factors (α = .82 for both). Hence, we used an aggregate measure for the
construct consisting of the mean of all items of each factor.
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Results

Exhibition efficacy on understanding
The score on the questionnaire’s knowledge scale of the participants that have been
exposed to the exhibition (M = 12.91; SD = 1.59) was higher than that of the
participants that have not (M = 11.13; SD = 2.13). We performed an independent
samples t-test that showed the differences to be significant, t(69) = 3.93, p < .001.
As for the scores on knowledge in the virtual reality method, the participants’
values that have been exposed to the exhibition (M = 2.32; SD = 0.79) are slightly
lower than that of the participants that have not (M = 2.46; SD = 0.87), but the
differences were not significant, t(66) = −0.67, p = .50.
Results from the questionnaire partially supported the claim that the exhibition has
effectively communicated the research goals. However, results from the virtual
reality method did not. In the next section, we will investigate the method’s
concurrent validity and seek to understand the difference between the results.
Reliability of the virtual reality method
Knowledge dimension — questionnaire and virtual reality knowledge scales.
In line with the results presented before, there was no correlation between the
scores of the knowledge scales (questionnaire and virtual reality), rs(70) = .07,
p = .58. Most participants did not look at the screen, displaying relevant
information to answer them (ranging from 50.9% of non-lookers in analysing the
chemical elements’ animation to 89.5% in the depth screen).
Moreover, most participants (87.5%) provided no real justification for their answers
to the virtual reality knowledge questions, either due to the inexistence of the
interview or by reported inadequacy/lack of knowledge during their choice of
answers. Amongst the few respondents to questions regarding their virtual reality
knowledge questions (n = 9, 12.5%), most affirmed to have answered randomly
(n = 5, 6.9%) while others mentioned the exhibition (n = 3, 4.2%) or logic (n = 1,
1.4%) as bases for their answers.
Awareness dimension — choice of the character and scale of attitudes. First, we
observed an association between participants’ gender and chosen characters’
gender (χ2 (2) = 39, p < .001) and with participants’ age and chosen characters’
(χ2 (9) = 113.12, p < .001).
The virtual reality data-gathering system showed that 34 participants chose the
scientist, 28 the environmental activist, and seven the economist (Missing = 3).
Education level seemed to be associated with the character choice, with
participants having higher education levels (Master or Ph.D.) choosing scientist
and those with lower education levels (up to graduation) choosing environmental
activist (χ2 (6) = 16.39, p = .012). With age, however, such an association did not
exist (χ2 (6) = 5.66, p = .462).
As for attitudes, participants were strongly favourable to preservation (M = 4.34;
SD = 0.52) and scientific exploration (M = 4.05; SD = 0.70), and against economic
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exploration (M = 2.07; SD = 0.78). Given that only seven participants chose the
economist character, we further assessed if the choice of the other two characters
(scientist and environmental activist) was somehow related to the attitudes.
Participants who chose the environmental activist showed more extreme attitudes
in preservation (M = 4.54; SD = 0.35) than participants that chose the scientist
(preservation: M = 4.24; SD = 0.57). They also showed slightly higher scores,
although still unfavourable, towards economic exploration (environmental activist:
M = 2.03; SD = 0.69; scientist: M = 1.84; SD = 0.58). Moreover, they showed
positive attitudes towards scientific exploration (environmental activist: M = 4.23;
SD = 0.42; scientist: M = 4.08; SD = 0.76). These differences were significant only
for the preservation dimension, t(60) = 2.37, p = .021.
Concerning the reasons mentioned for participants’ choice of character, while the
majority (55.6%) mentioned an identification with their chosen character (in terms
of participants’ occupation or educational field), some pointed the character’s
characteristics (scientist’s natural curiosity or the activist drive for preservation) as
drivers of their choice (19.4%). Others affirmed to choose merely out of curiosity
(9.7%) (to see how the chosen character would interact in that environment) or that
they did not know/did not provide any explanation for their choice (15.3%).
Engagement dimension — decision taken, deep-sea gram and interviews.
As for the decision taken, most participants first decided against mining in
hydrothermal vents (77.8%) (Figure 8), but in the second round the majority
decided in favour (52.8%).
There was no association between the chosen character and the decision taken (first
decision: χ2 (4) = 3.15, p = .533; second decision: χ2 (4) = 2.50, p = .644). There
were, however, significant correlations between some dimensions of the attitudes
scale and the time spent to make decisions: the score on economic exploration was
positively correlated with the time spent to take the first decision (rs(70) = .36,
p = .006). A negative correlation between the score on preservation and the time
spent to take the second decision (rs(70) = −.25, p = .04) was observed. Other
correlations were not statistically significant.
Participants were asked to respond to a series of open questions regarding their
I SEA experience. Most participants answered to this interview (95.8%) and 69.4%
gave their answers while inside the virtual reality system (this moment was
previously designated as an automatic interview). Six participants preferred to
have their answers recorded outside the virtual reality system (8.3%), 13 preferred
not to record their voices and to have the researchers writing down their answers
(18.1%), and the remaining three participants did not want to answer to the
interview in any form (4.2%).
Data from interviews showed that, in the first case, reasons for deciding against
mining were mostly motivated by participants’ will to preserve the ecosystem
(42.4%), negative representations of economic exploration (23.7%), and fear of
damaging the ecosystem (13.5%). In fewer cases, motivation for deciding against
mining was related to consequences of mining to the deep sea (5.1%), the
unfeasibility of mining (3.4%), weighing mining pros and cons (3.4%), participants’
curiosity (3.4%), maintaining nature untouched (1.7%), needing more information
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to decide (1.7%), and, finally, deciding against mining because that is the politically
correct decision (1.7%).
In the second moment of decision, most respondents who initially decided against
mining were pro-mining, changing their initial position. Most participants
considered that mining in inactive hydrothermal vent fields would be less harmful
than mining in active ones (53%), seven participants (20.6%) wanted to observe
what would happen to the ecosystems, four respondents (11.8%) considered the
benefits of mining and two (5.9%) wanted to analyse the possibility of an
alternative solution. To a lower extent, one respondent (3%) wanted to weigh
mining’s pros and cons, another participant (3%) considered that mining could be
an option depending on the desired outcome and finally, one respondent (3%)
reported deciding in favour of mining due to technical difficulties.
Most participants did not access their deep-sea gram after leaving the experience
(n = 57, 79.2%). Among those who accessed it (n = 15, 20.8%), most accessed it
only once (n = 13, 18.1%), but in two cases, the deep-sea gram was accessed more
than once (n = 2, 2.7%).

Discussion

In this paper, we focused on first steps towards developing and assessing a
non-obtrusive and transformative method to evaluate science exhibitions in science
centres and museums. The method was tested with an exhibition about the deep
sea, a cutting-edge socio-scientific issue. Three dimensions of science
communication were evaluated (awareness, understanding, and engagement) with
a within and between-subjects experimental design. We hypothesised that (1) the
exhibition would promote a better understanding of the deep sea and
(2) participants’ results in the non-obtrusive method (collected inside the virtual
reality experience) would correlate positively with their results in standard method
(questionnaire and interview).
As for the first hypothesis, results from the standard questionnaire partially
support the claim that the exhibition has effectively communicated science content,
as participants showed increased knowledge regarding deep-sea ecosystems, but
results from the non-obtrusive method did not. As for the second hypothesis,
results support the reliability of the non-obtrusive method but also revealed weak
spots that must be discussed.
It appears that, during the virtual reality experience, participants were paying
attention to other aspects of the surrounding environment rather than the scientific
content or were too bewildered to be paying attention to all the available
information, thus answering mindlessly to the questions presented. This could be
due to the fact that most participants had never experienced virtual reality before,
and were feeling overwhelmed by the experience but were also experiencing
difficulties with the joysticks. These results resemble the ones obtained with 360◦
presentations either in the computer or virtual reality headsets that detected lower
levels of focused attention and memory [Barreda-Ángeles, Aleix-Guillaume and
Pereda-Baños, 2021]. Participants might also have experienced cognitive overload
[Mayer and Moreno, 2003], which requires further redesign of the experience. It is
not clear from this study alone whether the perception of being overwhelmed
stemmed from the amount of novelty to process, dazzlement about the technology
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versus the content being addressed, or both. Regardless of the cognitive overload
source, from a design perspective, it becomes clear that the experience needs to
give participants time to become familiar with the environment but also adjust the
introduction of the content into the flow of the experience to promote focused
attention and prevent cognitive overload. The concepts of space and time, as used
by Stiegler [2010], might contribute for this reflection. Some media, like video, are
temporal in that they control the flow of the experience. The viewers do not control
the way information is delivered. Other media, like photography, are spatial in that
they let participants control the flow of the experience, exploring information in
their own pace. The way virtual reality is designed can make the experience more
or less spatial. To the challenges defined by Barab, Gresalfi and Ingram-Goble
[2010] regarding the quality of the content (which might be more or less explicit),
we need to add the pace of narrative unfolding, allowing participants to explore
the scenario and make sense of the information. However, the drawback is that the
experience becomes more time-consuming, which is not always compatible with
the visitors’ agenda and the resource management of science centres. Moreover,
given the scarcity of offer of virtual reality offer in Portuguese science centres
[Simões, Morais and Moreira, 2019] and that equipment is still expensive, long
individual experiences are, perhaps, less attractive for science centres.
As for the awareness dimension, the virtual reality measures showed good
concurrent validity. The character’s choice reflected participants’ attitudes towards
the deep sea, besides their gender and age. Choosing characters that closely depict
the self is common in virtual reality. For instance, in the context of merged
identities, virtual reality can be used to project the self [Jerome and Jordan, 2007],
and this presence of the self in the game is a phenomenon with a wide array of
possibilities for self-betterment, such as prejudice reduction or health management
[Slater and Sanchez-Vives, 2014].
However, we might also reason that the nature of the exhibition could have
influenced choices. Being it about science, participants could have thought that we
expected them to play scientists, functioning like availability/accessibility
heuristics [Tversky and Kahneman, 1974] or something along the lines of social
desirability.
As for the decision taken, most participants first decided against mining, but in the
second round, the majority decided in favour. A possible explanation is that they
act out of curiosity to understand the consequences of a different choice, one that
does not necessarily reflect their personal beliefs. There were, however, significant
correlations between some dimensions of the attitudes scale and the time spent to
make decisions: the score on economic exploration was positively correlated with
the time spent to take the first decision, as well as a negative correlation between
the score on preservation and the time spent to take the second decision. People’s
thoughts are, in general, ruled by two subsystems [Chaiken and Trope, 1999; Smith
and DeCoster, 2000]: one more automatic, peripheral, heuristic, and another more
controlled, central, systematic, [e.g., Chen and Chaiken, 1999; Greenwald and
Banaji, 1995; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986]. When processing information, they are
economy-minded, putting cognitive effort only until they achieve good-enough
confidence in their judgments [Judd and Park, 1993; Leyens, Yzerbyt and Schadron,
1992]. This compromise between accuracy and efficiency [Heitz, 2014] can be
inferred from the time taken in processing information: individuals take more time
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answering if the threshold between actual and desired confidence in a judgment is
not reached. We can infer that participants needed more time making decisions
they were not confident about.
Analysing participants’ reasons for their decisions, one gets the impression that the
experience enabled them to develop a critical judgment of their decisions and the
deep-sea mining topic — they pose questions, admit they need to ponder on pros
and cons, position themselves into the debate as many deep-sea experts and
stakeholders currently do [M. M. Santos et al., 2018]. As such, the I SEA experience
seems to have successfully engaged participants, even if superficially with
deep-sea ecosystems’ long-term sustainability.
Also noteworthy is the fact that around 20% of the participants accessed the
deep-sea-gram after the experience. Although the figure might not seem
impressive, it shows that the strategy might be used to trace participants’
engagement.
The automatic interview showed that participants are willing to express their
views, even before challenging dilemmas, such as mining or not mining in
hydrothermal vent fields, showing that the evaluation method was a
transformative experience [Dewey, 1963]. Results showed that it is possible to
automatically customize questions based on visitors’ choices and systematically
collect relevant qualitative feedback from visitors. Considering time and
human-resources constrains that affect many science centres and museums, this is
a major advantage of the method. However, data analysis is still time consuming
and requires specialized skills. The challenge is to integrate automatic and reliable
content analysis that might provide timely information for practioners about
visitors’ experience.

Conclusions

Science communication faces significant challenges. As information in
contemporary society seems to travel faster and to be more accessible, knowledge
seems to be at risk of becoming fragmented, interest dispersed, and commitment
fragile. Systematic and reliable evaluation of science exhibitions in science centres
and museums might improve communication practice, but it needs to become less
intrusive, more transformative, and more systematic to become significant to
researchers, practioners and visitors.
This paper contributed to the field of science communication in several ways:
1. It proposed a non-obtrusive and transformational method based on the idea
that visitors come to science centres to experience science. By transforming
evaluation into an worthy and meaningful experience, the method meets
visitors’ agenda and helps them to make sense of their visit. The method
provided a map to visitors’ experience. As all maps, this one is not the
territory but a help to navigate the waters.
2. It highlighted the challenges of using virtual reality for communication and
evaluation purposes (considering three dimensions of science
communication: public awareness, understanding, and engagement). Virtual
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reality is still not familiar for many visitors, but offers a window to reproduce
complex or not easily accessible systems. It is critical to find a balance
between the novelty of the technology (for the public), the pace and quality of
the narrative, the relevance of communication goals, and the reliability of
indicators.
3. It also exemplified the usefulness of testing the concurrent validity of new
measures resorting to experimental designs. Experimental approaches
complement descriptive, qualitative, or ethnographic studies, bringing
methodological diversity to the field and allowing to infer causal
relationships [Carver et al., 2021]. In particular, experimental studies allow to
develop a critical reflection about the quality of the evidence for supporting
or challenging theoretical frameworks about visitors experience in science
museums. They allow to experiment in a safe environment creative solutions
that might then be progressively generalized and systematically introduced
into museums and science centres practices of evaluation. Generalization
implies to study different profiles of visitors and to consider their specific
agendas, different contexts and scientific themes.
Despite the study’s contributions to the field, several constraints were present and
are still necessary to overcome. Several participants reported having technical
difficulties using the virtual reality system, were constrained about talking to an
automatic system, had trouble paying attention to the contents and the narrative
taking place inside the virtual environment, and did not access the deep-sea gram
after leaving the experience.
Moreover, in this first test of the virtual reality evaluation method, we did assess
the role of social, physical, and temporal factors, which have been shown to be
important for an optimal learning experience at museums [Falk and Dierking,
2000]. Because, in this case, virtual reality is an individual, one at the time
experience, it is important to capture contextual features as well. This would imply
the time-consuming assessment of 12 indicators, but Falk and Storksdieck’s [2005]
results suggest that measuring prior knowledge and experiences, quality of
designs, engagement with explainers, and interaction with adults would be good
candidates for a reduced version.
Nevertheless, at the end of the whole experience, the vast majority of participants
expressed how much they enjoyed it, and several participants discussed with the
investigators a couple of aspects of the experience, from the virtual reality
technology itself to the choices they made; as well as broader thematic subjects
such as environmental concerns or questions about the deep sea. Post-experience
focus groups would bring valuable insight as many participants seemed to want to
discuss the experience further. Our proposal represents a preliminary step towards
a promising way of exhibiting and evaluating science communication events.
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Appendix A.
Automatic
interview script

In this experiment, you had the chance to get to know the deep sea a little better.
What is the most important piece of information you’ve taken away from this
experiment?
In this exhibition, you could choose between three professions. Why did you
choose to be the [chosen character automatically]?
At a certain point, you were asked to make a decision regarding mining in
hydrothermal vents. What led you to decide to [first decision made] about mining?

Appendix B.
Attitudes towards
the deep sea

Please read the following statements.
Indicate with an X the degree of agreement with each of them according to the
following scale:
1 = Strongly disagree;
2 = Disagree;
3 = I do not agree or disagree;
4 = I agree;
5 = Strongly agree.
1. I agree with mining in deep sea ecosystems.
2. I would vote for economic exploitation of deep sea ecosystems.
3. I would vote in favour of deep sea mining.
4. I am in favour of the exploitation of deep sea ecosystems with economic
objectives.
5. I disagree on the economic exploitation of deep sea ecosystems.
6. I do not believe that mining in the ecosystems of the deep has negative effects.
7. I think humanity has the right to take advantage of what the deep sea has to
offer.
8. I agree that more institutions should be set up to protect deep sea ecosystems.
9. I am in favour of allocating economic funds for the protection of the deep sea.
10. The preservation of the deep sea is something that worries me.
11. I consider it urgent that marine areas be designated as protected against
human action.
12. I think that if we don’t preserve the deep seas, we are putting the human
species at risk.
13. I think that everyone can take measures to avoid deep sea pollution.
14. In my opinion it is preferable to preserve rather than to advance with deep-sea
mining.
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15. I consider that scientific exploration of deep sea ecosystems is beneficial.
16. I would vote in favour of the scientific exploration of deep sea ecosystems.
17. I am in favour of exploring deep sea ecosystems for the purposes of scientific
research.
18. I do not agree with the scientific exploration of deep sea ecosystems.
19. I would vote against scientific exploration of deep sea ecosystems.
20. I believe that scientific exploration of deep sea ecosystems has harmful effects.
21. I do not consider it essential to create more measures for the regulation of
marine areas.
22. I consider it urgent to take initiatives to reduce marine pollution.
23. I believe that combating pollution on the seas is not a priority at this moment.
24. I believe that humanity must limit its action in the deep sea.
25. In my opinion, mankind should not interfere at all with the deep sea.
26. I do not think we should advance with ore mining in the deep sea.

Appendix C.
Interview after the
virtual reality
experience
(standard
measure)

Can you explain your decisions about mining in hydrothermal vents?
Do you think the exhibition helped you to answer the questions? If so, how?
How did you decide regarding the questions you have been asked?
Did you have any knowledge about the deep sea?
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